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			I would like to book a table at...


		
		

            
                Venue
Mayfair
Waterloo
Dulwich


			


			


			

			
				
				
			


			
				
				
			


			
				
				
			


			
				Date
				DD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31


				MM
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar


				YY
2024
2025


			


			
				Time
				HH
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23



				MM
00
05
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55


			


			
				No of Guests
				00
01
02
03
04
05
06


			


			
				
				
            


            

            

			
				For bookings larger than 6 guests, please contact us using the information below. Please note, a deposit of £15 per person is required to secure your booking.



				Mayfair
                             
				mayfair@olivelli.co.uk

				020 7486 3196
				



				Waterloo
                             
				waterloo@olivelli.co.uk

				020 7261 1221
				



				Dulwich
                             
				dulwich@olivelli.co.uk

				020 8693 7034
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			Sorry, but the page you were trying to view does not exist.

			It looks like this was the result of either:

				- a mistyped address
	- an out-of-date link


			Why don't you try our 

homepage
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			-Sign up-

			
	Hear about the latest news and offers.


		To join our mailing list to receive news and offers, please complete your details below. You can view our Privacy Policy here.
	

	

	

		

	

	
		
				
			

				

				-Reviews-


				

			


			
				
														
										
											ShortList's Search for the UK's Best Pizza										

										
											Star rating: ★★★★★

This is the sort of pizza that gets you excited about food. Bellissimo. 										

									

																		
										
											Urban Life										

										
											The dishes were simply brilliant.										

									

																		
										
											The Culinary Guide										

										
											Olivelli in Bloomsbury is bellissima. The restaurant has the sleekly inoffensive good looks (and relaxed atmosphere) of Pizza Express, but the food is in another league. Just don't forget to skip lunch before coming, especially if you want to start in style...										

									

																		
										
											Time Out Eating and Drinking Guide										

										
											Olivelli has enough individuality and charm to knock the socks off most of its rivals. It has the atmosphere of a traditional trattoria yet it's the food that's really authentic.										

									

																		
										
											ItaliaUK										

										
											London’s stylish Italian eateries include Olivelli with its unique hallmarks: handmade fresh pasta and quality produce sourced from Sicily and nearby markets. You'll also get one of the best pizzas in the capital. 										

									

																		
										
											London Visitors Magazine										

										
											Give yourself up to the sensual pleasures of a special feast at one of Olivelli’s warm-hearted restaurants. It doesn’t get much better.										

									

																		
										
											London Visitors Magazine										

										
											We ate at Olivelli’s St Christopher’s Place venue the other evening. The vibe in here is great…The menu is regional Sicilian – robust, flavoursome recipes that pack a big serotonin punch. Puds to die for, too.										

									

																		
										
											DINEonline										

										
											Olivelli is serious about what it does. It has edged itself cleverly into a proper local Italian restaurant, offering something a little different.										

									

																		
										
											London Confidential										

										
											Londoners are spoiled for choice when it comes to the highly recommended ice cream at Caffè Paradiso. Available at Shad Thames.										

									

																		
										
											Pizza Pasta and Italian Food Magazine										

										
											Caffè Paradiso offers a genuine taste of Sicily’s unique café culture.										
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                -Olivelli Mayfair-

                
                    
                        9 St. Christopher's Place,
                    

                    
                        London W1U 1NE
                    

                

                

                
                    020 7486 3196

                    Monday - Sunday: Midday - 10pm

                    mayfair@ristoranteolivelli.co.uk
                

            

            
                -Olivelli Waterloo-

                
                    
                        61 The Cut,
                    

                    
                        London SE1 8LL
                    

                

                

                
                    020 7261 1221

                    Monday - Sunday: Midday - 10pm

                    waterloo@ristoranteolivelli.co.uk
                

               
            

            
                -Olivelli Dulwich-

                
                    
                        127 Lordship Lane,
                    

                    
                        London SE22 8HU
                    

                

                

                
                    020 8693 7034

                    Monday - Sunday: Midday - 10pm

                    dulwich@ristoranteolivelli.co.uk
                

                
			


        

    

    
        
            

                
                    
                        Caffè Paradiso Tower Bridge


                        
                            45 Shad Thames,

                            London SE1 2NJ
                        

                        
                            020 7378 6606

                                                        Monday - Sunday: 7.00am - 7.00pm
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		- WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN THE OLIVELLI FAMILY? -


		
			At Olivelli we choose the people who work with us with great care so we can maintain the highest standards.
			


			If you would like to join our team please get in touch at info@olivelli.co.uk or go to the CONTACT page for details on restaurant email addresses.
		


	


    



    
        
    

    

    

    
    

